Model AP96 Hard Mount for Laser Mining and Tunneling Alignment

"Move the beam, not the Laser"

Shown with WP59 Fine Beam Steering Optics
Use for +/- 10° Beam Movement

- Stable Platform – Alignment reference won’t move
- Gimbal Support Block – Easy setup and adjustment
- Stainless Steel Hardware – Won’t rust or corrode
- Roof or Rib Mountable – Works in all Drifts and Tunnels
- Splits Laser Beam into 3 directions – Provides two beams 90° apart and one adjustable beam from 75° to 105° for Header and Break layouts
- Simple Laser Beam adjustment for precise markups – Use Pivot Gimbal or WP59 Fine Beam Steering Optics

"Works on a Tripod too!"

Model GL35096 MSHA Complete Kit Includes:
- GL350 MSHA Green Laser Technology™ Mining Alignment Laser
- AP96 Hard Mount which includes:
  - AP97 Mounting Block for GL350 or L350 Style Mining Alignment Lasers
  - 4 – AP11 Stainless Steel Rock Bolts ¾”-10 x 11” long
  - 2 – AP12 Extension Nuts, Hex Sided ¾”-10 x 1 ¾” long
  - 4 – AP13 Rock Anchors 1 ¼” Diameter, ¾”-10 x 5” long
  - 2 – AP94 Mounting Brackets and ¼” - 20 Mounting Hardware
- 1 – AP65 Stainless Steel Gimbal Support Bracket
- 1 – AP93 Tri-Beam Bender™
- 1 – AP46 Foam Filled, Hard Shell Carrying Case

CALL TOLL FREE FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO ORDER NOW!
1.800.598.5973
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